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“Kill the Indian, Save the Man”
Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative Investigative Report
May 2022
“500 Boarding School Children’s grave sites found in 19 of the 408 Boarding Schools” (Pg 9)
MY VIEW by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr,
Report Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Soboba Indian Reservation, So. CA

The 102 page “Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative Investigative Report “ can be read and/or Downloaded at CALIE.com

The photo above is from about 1900 - It shows American Indian children imprisoned at the Carlisle Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania. The school served as a model in
establishing policies for Indian boarding schools in the United States and Canada. (Photo courtesy of the Carlisle Indian School Digital Resource Center)

Like the miner’s canary, the Indian marks the shifts from fresh air to poison gas in our political atmosphere; and our treatment of Indians … reflects the rise and
fall in our democratic faith.” – Felix S. Cohen, 1953. (pg 20)
On June 22, 2021, the Secretary of the Interior, Deb Haaland, announced the Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative, directing the Department of the Interior by Secretarial Memorandum, to undertake an
investigation of the loss of human life and
lasting consequences of the Federal Indian
boarding school system.
For nearly two centuries, the Federal Government was responsible for operating or
overseeing Indian boarding schools across
the United States and its territories. Today,
the Department is therefore uniquely positioned to assist in the effort to recover the
histories of these institutions.
The Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative Report, was released in May 2022 under the leadership of the Department of the
Interior, investigated the conditions that led
to the creation of and the conditions inside
Native American boarding schools. This
report shows for the first time that between
1819 and 1969, the United States operated
or supported 408 boarding schools across
37 states (or then-territories), including 21
schools in Alaska and 7 schools in Hawaii.
The report also states that about half of the
boarding schools were managed by various
church organizations.
Of the 408 Federal Indian boarding
schools, approximately 90 schools (22 percent) might still operate as educational facilities. However, not all 90 institutions still
board children or are federally supported.
(Pg 8)
The catchphrase “Kill the Indian, Save the
Man” was commonly used within the Indian boarding school system it was not mentioned in the report.
If there is any question to the intent of the
government this statement should make it
Christal clear. The Department stated it
was “indispensably necessary that [the Indi-

ans be placed in positions where they can
be controlled, and finally compelled, by
stern necessity, to resort to agricultural labor or starve,” later adding that “[i]f it be
admitted that education affords the true
solution to the Indian problem, then it
must be admitted that the boarding school
is the very key to the situation.” (Pg 37 &
38)
Although the report is only the “tip of the
ice berg” for the lack a more appropriate
metaphor and the investigation needs to
continue as recommended by the primary
investigator, Assistant Secretary – Indian
Affairs Bryan Newland and the scope of
the investigation should be expanded to
include other providers.
The horror of government agents forceable
taking your children from their home and

Beginning with President Washington, the stated policy of the Federal
Government was to replace the Indian’s culture with our own. This was
considered “advisable” as the cheapest and safest way of subduing the
Indians, of providing a safe habitat for the country’s white inhabitants, of
helping the whites acquire desirable land, and of changing the Indian’s
economy so that he would be content with less land. Education was a
weapon by which these goals were to be accomplished (pg 21)“
in many case never to see them again, is
unimageable. Nor is the phycological impact on the American Indian families. The
hopelessness had to be unbearable to say
the least.
All of this inhumanity for the single purpose of forcing the American Indian people to surrender their lands by creating the
dependency on the federal government is
inexcusable nor is it justifiable.
To say they succeeded in creating a tribal
dependency in the federal government
would be an understatement, but to say that
the “Brainwashing” was s total success
would be incorrect.
In 1905, after nearly 20 years of U.S. prisoner of war captivity, Geronimo (Goyaałé)
was temporarily released from Fort Sill,
Oklahoma to attend the inauguration of
U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt. Geronimo also negotiated to visit the Carlisle
Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania.
Speaking to the Federal Indian boarding
school attendees, Goyaałé said: “You are all

just the same as my children to me, just the
same … when I look at you all here … You
are here to study, to learn the ways of white
men; do it well.” (Pg 101)
The message Geronimo gave to the students at Haskell in 1905 was to learn the
ways of the white man so that the battles of
the future could be won on a different battlefield.
And although it has take almost a century
the American Indian people are using the
very weapon of the educational process that
was used against them to resurrect tribal
values, customs and traditions as well as
making their voices heard at the policy
making level of both the states and federal
government levels.
Still another despicable strategy that was
implemented against the American Indian
people was alcohol. And to this very day
alcohol abuse and other mind altering drug
continue to pledge the American Indian
Tribal Communities throughout the Nation.
Substance abuse is at an epidemic level in
Indian Country, yet many tribal leaders
refuse to acknowledge it nor does Indian
Health Service provide adequate funding to

alcoholism or drug abuse. And until this
illness is addressed the American Indian
people will continue to struggle to maintain
their freedom. This issue was not addressed in the investigation.
However, the suggestion by Benjamin
Franklin that “RUM” (Alcohol) be used
against the Indian people to get rid of the
them for the benefit of the white people,
was included as follows. “...And, indeed, if

it be the design of Providence to extirpate
these savages in order to make room for
the cultivators of the earth, it seems not
improbable that rum may be the appointed
means.” – Benjamin Franklin. (Pg 25)
The report reveals that, outside the scope
of the Federal Indian Boarding School
Initiative, the Department identified over
1,000 other Federal and non-Federal institutions, including Indian day schools, sanitariums, asylums, orphanages, and standalone dormitories that may have involved
education of American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian people, mainly
Indian children. (Pg 84)
In the mid-eighties American Indian Movement Co-Leader Russell Means said, “The
American people are the new Indians,” and
his prophecy is becoming clearer by the
day. The most recent is the propose
“Department of Misinformation,” which is
in truth “Government Censorship.”
And as EVIL and INHUMAIN as it was
for the American Indian people the current
ideology of the American Socialist political
Party is proposing the same process to be
used for the “Re-Education” of the American citizens that oppose their way of thinking. Although the rhetoric had been put on
the “Back burner,” for the time being.
I mention this because the intentions are
the same, control and simulation of the
masses. It is not my intent to minimize the

evil, cruciality and inhumanity suffered by
our people at the hand of the United State
Government.
The Federal Indian boarding school system
deployed systematic militarized and identity
-alteration methodologies to attempt to
assimilate American Indian, Alaska Native,
and Native Hawaiian children through education, including but not limited to the following:

(1) renaming Indian children from Indian
to English names;
(2) cutting hair of Indian children;
(3) discouraging or preventing the use of
American Indian, Alaska Native, and
Native Hawaiian languages, religions,
and cultural practices; and
(4) organizing Indian and Native Hawaiian
children into units to perform military
drills. (Pg 7)
The United States has for nearly two centuries consistently recognized that Indian
boarding schools comprised a system for
Indian education: “Indian schools must

train the Indian youth of both sexes to take
upon themselves the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. To do this requires a
system of schools and an organization capable of preparing the Indian young people to
earn a living either among their own people
or away from the reservation homes and in
competition with their white brethren. This
contemplates a practical system of schools
with an essentially vocational foundation.” (Pg 41)
The Dawes Severalty Act of 1887 alone,
which turned territories from collective
Indian ownership into individual Indian
land allotments, Congress intended, “the

actual results of the law were a diminishing
of the Indian tribal economic base from
140 million acres to [approximately] 50
million acres, and severe social disorganization of the Indian family.” Congress further
concluded that the Dawes Act’s “land policy was directly related to the Government’s
Indian education policy because proceeds
from the destruction of the Indian land
base were used to pay the costs of taking
Indian children from their homes and placing them in Federal boarding schools—a
system designed to dissolve the Indian social structure.” (Pg 44)
In 1803, President Thomas Jefferson said

“...alongside the assimilation policy, was to
encourage Indian Tribes to purchase goods
on credit so as to likely fall into debt, which
would cause Indian Tribes to cede their
lands to the United States …” (Pg21)
Assistant Secretary Newland makes eight
recommendations to the Secretary of the
Interior to fulfill the Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative, of which continuing
the investigation in the primary recommendation. (Pg 9)
Repatriation? No thank you! However,
releasing the American Indian people from
the bondage of taxation. as that institution
was never a part of any tribal culture.
Tribes are already free from taxation, it’s to
extend the exemption to the individual
tribal members.
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The Psychology of Turkeys
This section is dedicated to the insane actions, decisions and policies made by our would be leaders.
My View By Ernie C. Salgado Jr.,

Why I'm Suing Black Lives Matter
In a 2020 BLM reported over $90 million in donations & distributing $31.7 million leaving 68.3 million unaccounted for.
By Todd Rokita, Indiana Attorney General * Edited by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr., American Indian Reporter
You might have seen some of the recent headlines about how Black Lives
Matter has spent its money.
Back in October 2020, for example,
leaders of the Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation bought a $5.8
million mansion in Southern California.
As Indiana’s attorney general, I wouldn’t necessarily make such events my
business.
But I do make it my business when
charitable donors here in my state get
scammed. A big part of my job is protecting Hoosier consumers, and I take
that responsibility very seriously.
So, on April 26, 2022 I filed a lawsuit
against BLM, but only after it steadfastly refused to respond to a civil investigative demand that we issued back in
February.
We need to know whether BLM is
fulfilling its basic obligations as a nonprofit charitable organization.
In a 2020 report, BLM stated it raised
over $90 million in 2020 while distributing approximately $21.7 million to 30
local organizations and affiliated chapters, including an affiliated chapter in
South Bend, Indiana. However, an IRS
filing by BLM for the first half of 2020
listed the organization as having zero
revenue, expenses, and/or assets.
This organization also appears to have
failed to follow such standard practices
as filing annual reports and documenting how its funds have been spent.
So, we’re investigating whether BLM
has violated either the Indiana Deceptive Consumer Sales Act or the Indiana
Nonprofit Corporation Act.
The reason we issued a civil investiga-

want to stop cancer, so
do all decent people
want to stop any racial
discrimination and
promote equal opportunity for all people.
But is this fight truly
the focus of BLM?
BLM co-founder Patrisse Cullors has described herself and
fellow co-founder Alicia Garza as “trained Marxists.” And at
tive demand in the first place was to
one point, BLM vowed to “disrupt the
obtain information and documents
Western-prescribed nuclear family
held by BLM that were relevant to our
structure requirement” — i.e., the idea
investigation.
that a child is best nurtured in a home
This situation reminds me of another featuring a mother and father.
event from a few years ago, when a
Such ideas ignore America’s exceptionband of con artists bilked more than
alism: the fact that we are unique to
$187 million from donors by claiming
world history. At our founding, the best
to represent charities helping cancer
ideas for self-government came togethpatients.
er at the same time and in the same
Eventually, those fraudsters entered place. Unique, indeed. And thank God
into an agreement with the states, and for such an event. This kind of governthe federal government settled allega- ment unleashed the greatest innovation,
tions against them. Part of their prosperity, and upward mobility that
scheme, though, was to start up organi- human history ever witnessed.
zations with very altruistic names —
There is no question that serious racial
Cancer Fund of America, Cancer Supproblems have been a part of our naport Services, Children’s Cancer Fund
tion’s history. In fact, every nation sigof America, and The Breast Cancer
nificant to world history built itself up
Society.
in some degree, wrongly, on the backs
With names like that, what decent per- of slaves. This should not be forgotten.
son wouldn’t want to contribute? But But it should be put into context, inthose organizations amounted to a get- cluding that our way of self-government
rich-quick racket with little connection accelerated the abolition of slavery in
to actual cancer patients.
America. Our children should be
Which brings us back to Black Lives taught to love their country, not falsely
Matter.
condemn it.
Obviously, we all should believe the Again, though, our investigation into
words of that slogan — because all lives BLM does not pertain to ideology. My
matter. And just as all decent people office already concluded that BLM is a

political organization in a legal advisory
opinion last year.
Rather, our investigation pertains to
expectations of ethical, financial, and
legal propriety on which all honest and
law-abiding people can agree.
The expectation that BLM should operate in an aboveboard manner is hardly a partisan issue. In fact, California
Attorney General Rob Bonta, a liberal
Democrat of the sort typically endorsed
and celebrated by BLM, sent the organization a letter earlier this year warning it that it could face penalties, late
fees, and the revocation of its registered
status as a charitable trust if it did not
comply with statutory requirements.
Regardless of your political stance, the
integrity of the system and the individuals running nonprofit groups matter.
Nonprofit groups serve an important
role in society in addressing matters of
public concern, theoretically filling gaps
that otherwise might require direct government assistance. For that, they receive certain benefits, chief among
them not having to pay certain taxes.
Here in Indiana, we have a long history
of nonprofit groups doing valuable
work. But we always want to make sure
that generous Hoosiers can know that
the money they donate goes to the actual causes they intend to support.
For now, we suggest that those who
believe that black lives matter consider
donating to organizations other than
the Black Lives Matter Global Network
Foundation
And here in Indiana, we continue to
encourage any Hoosier donors who
believe they have been scammed to file
a consumer complaint with my office
at www.indianaconsumer.com.

Douglas Murray: Even 'dead White male'
Aristotle can be de-platformed by the left
thousands of years later
Source: WND
Author Douglas Murray criticizes The
Washington Post for attacking ancient
Greek philosopher Aristotle (384-322
B.C.) for being a racist during a Fox
Nation special that aired on May 1,
2022 called "The War on the West."
This remorseless attack on the West
has attacked Western peoples, its attacked Western history. It's also attacked Western ideas, the foundational ideas that we have. Every single
foundational thinker in the West has
now been assaulted through the dead
White male lens.
Aristotle was recently attacked in The
Washington Post for being, 'the grandfather of scientific racism' ... So you
can now de-platform Aristotle, 3,000
years later ... The idea that these people 2,500 years ago happened not to
share all of our views is now used
against them.

It's also some of the thinkers who we
credit in the West as being the people
who came up with the concepts of
rationalism, of reason. Voltaire in
France, David Hume in the United
Kingdom, and many more. This [is a]
complete clearing away of the intellectual terrain of the past.

Editors Note: Does Insanity Ring a
Bell with Anyone?”
By Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.
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Santos Manuel, who led the remaining
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
after a massacre in the 1800s, is shown
here in an historic photo. (Image courtesy
of California State University, San Bernadino)

On Wednesday, April 27, 2022 the San Manuel tribe put on a gala re-opening of the iconic Las Vegas property – a moment hailed as a milestone for Native economic development.
“It is absolutely phenomenal,” said Lane Parry, Hopi, who attended the festivities with his wife, Laura Parry, who is chairwoman of the Moapa Band of Paiutes,
whose ancestral homelands are in present day Nevada. “We’ve gone through so many struggles in our lifetimes and our history that it is time for us to move for-

ward in the development of this nation.”
The San Manuel Band’s relaunch of the Palms put it a step ahead of the Seminole Tribe of Florida, which announced in December it would buy the operations of
The Mirage Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas for $1.075 billion and build a hotel in the shape of a guitar on the property. The deal is awaiting final approval by regulatory authorities.
The Mohegan Tribe of Connecticut in March 2021 became the first tribe to operate a casino in Las Vegas when it opened the Mohegan Sun Casino At Virgin Hotels Las Vegas. The tribe is not an owner of the operation.

Sam McCracken, a citizen of the Sioux and Assiniboine Tribes, is general manager and founder of Nike's N7 division. (Photo by Josué Rivas, courtesy of Nike)
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Michelle Malkin: Aborti-mania —
the perfectly planned meltdown
Op-ed views and opinions expressed are solely those of the author.
Michelle Malkin’s email address s MichelleMalkinInvestigates@protonmail.com.
Just as a wave of crucial midterm primary elections kick off around the
country this spring, the conveniently
scheduled leak of a Supreme Court
draft opinion overturning Roe v. Wade
became America’s new weapon of manufactured mass distraction.
Left-wing abortifa agitators descended on the Supreme Court steps in
Washington, howling, “Fascist scum
has got to go.”
Unhinged TikTokers called for “riots,”
“gas” and “torches”; “burning it all to
the ground” by targeting “all those old
white men and the women who support
them”; and “mayhem in the streets”
that will dwarf the “global protests
around George Floyd.”
One prototypical Hollywood feminist,
Amanda Duarte (a self-described
“barren, child-eating sex witch”), tweeted her fantasy involving the “little white
daughters” of pro-life “white supremacist lawmakers” getting “raped and impregnated by black men.”
The aborticrats are not just nuts.
They’re evil.
An “anarchist collective” is now instructing women (yes, all of sudden, the

confectioners’ sugar. (Yes, these are the
same types who made it a punishable
offense to talk about alternative
COVID-19 treatment ivermectin, (the

Question the timing? It would be irresponsible not to do so. Survey the political landscape. Earlier this week, leftwing NPR reported that President Joe
anti-malarial drug used safely for three Biden “is losing support from Gen Z.”
decades around the globe by humans The libs in deep-blue Massachusetts
and animals.)
are sick of him, too, according to a new

The aborticrats are not just nuts. They’re evil.

Right on cue, anti-Christian hatred
spread like a raging Colorado wildfire
across the internet, from the profane,
abortion-promoting rabbi who fumed,
“Shame on all who hold the cross” and,
“Time to go to war” to thousands of his
fellow online vigilantes posting, “F—Christians” with veiled or outright
threads of violence.
Planned Parenthood and the American
Civil Liberties Union were at the ready
in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia and
New York City’s Foley Square for
“impromptu” protests and literal
scream-fests, where masses of spontaneously gathered rabble-rousers carried
spontaneously printed, carbon-copy
signs from the billion-dollar-funded
giants of the Death Lobby. (So much
left has discovered that biological wom- for that “paper shortage” being used to
en are really a thing) how to concoct justify ditching traditional paper ballot
“do it yourself” abortion pills with voting, right? Told you so.)
horse ulcer powder, corn syrup and

Boston Globe/Suffolk University poll.
Another lib outlet, governmentsponsored PBS, reported last week that
“independents favor the GOP right
now” because “runaway inflation is hitting everyone’s wallets and has given
Republicans a political edge”; pollsters
also found that “about half of parents
with children under age 18 said they
don’t like how (Biden) has handled
COVID.”
Despite the Herculean attempts of the
White House, Black Lives Matter and
woke media to gin up fear over “white
supremacy” as the biggest threat to our
nation.
However, unbrainwashed citizens are
revolting en masse against anti-white
critical race theory in higher education
and “social and emotional learning” (translation: thought control and

BLM’s multimillion-dollar grift has now
hit mainstream exposure. And the
Biden Disinformation Governance
Board, headed by TikTok warbling
bubblehead, Hunter Biden laptopwhitewasher and Nina Jankowicz, has
become a laughingstock across the
board.
The engineered and coordinated
aborti-mania also comes at an opportune time for Biden’s Big Pharma allies. Just this week, a new study
has documented more COVID-19 vaccine-induced heart infections. New surveillance data from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System confirms
a “statistically significant increased risk
for Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) in
the 3 weeks after receipt of the Janssen/
Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine.” And profiteering Pfizer, which is
pushing Biden to approve COVID-19
shots for children under 5, was forced
to release more than 90,000 pages of
jab data it tried to cover up.
Make no mistake: There are no coincidences, and conspiracies are not just
theories, especially in an evennumbered election year with a crumbling, bumbling commander in chief
and his minions clinging to power.

behavior modification) in K-12 schools.

Jonathan Turley

Democrats' 'final line of defense'
is 'outright state censorship'
Source: WND by Bob Unruh
For years Twitter has been a liberal
stronghold. Leftist views were promoted and publicized, while conservative
thought sometimes was … not there.
That was a good example of free
thought, free speech and free enterprise, leftists praised.
But now that Elon Musk has announced his purchase of the company,
with intent to take it private and possibly
Hypocritically, according to law professor, legal analyst and popular commentator Jonathan Turley.
He pointed out in a column that
Musk's plans prompted Sen. Elizabeth
Warren, D-Mass., to warn free speech
values on social media now threatens
Democracy itself.
And Barack Obama? He declared

as a free speech absolutist is like
claiming to be a vegetarian while
calling for mandatory meat consumption," Turley charged.
"Obama favors free speech only if it
does not include disinformation,
including what he considers to be
'lies, conspiracy theories, junk science, quackery, racist tracts and
misogynist .screeds.'"
He noted that the First Amendment
technically does not control private
corporations like Twitter and Facebook, which have been used by liberals to "circumvent constitutional

bans on censorship."
But now, with Twitter in the hands
of Musk, they are alarmed, he explained.

CIA Director John Brennan on 'alleged
approval by Hillary Clinton on July 26,
2016 of a proposal from one of her
foreign policy advisors to vilify Donald
Trump by stirring up a scandal claiming
interference by Russian security serTurley noted that progressives now
vices.' The intelligence suggested it was
He
pointed
out
Hillary
Clinton,
as
she
"have adopted a dangerous shift in their
'a means of distracting the public from
often
does,
"stripped
away
any
niceties
strategy of calling for corporations to
or nuance," by calling for the European her use of a private email server,'" he
censor speech."
"Democrats are falling back to their
"regulation has to be part of the answer" final line of defense – and finally being
to the leftist claim that "disinformation" honest about their past use of corporate
surrogates," he said. "They are now callis warping the nation.
ing for outright state censorship."

"Obama has never been viewed as an

ally on free speech by those of us who
have been attacked for our 'absolutist'
views. Moreover, calling for censorship

manufactured a false Russian collusion
theory," he wrote.
Turlwy said under the EU plan, "users
will be empowered to report illegal content online and online platforms will
have to act quickly," and that would

include speech that someone labels
"disinformation" and also "incitement."
He said the progressive campaigners
Union to pass a massive censorship explained.
now have come full circle, advocating
measure.
"Moreover, her call for censorship for government to censor what previ"Clinton's call for censoring disinfor- came just weeks after special counsel ously Democrats relied on corporations
mation was breathtakingly hypocritical. John Durham offered more details to censor.

President Obama was briefed by his about the accusation that her campaign

Gandmother's Baby Formula Recipe
1 - 12 oz can of Evaporated Milk
4 1/2 cups of water
1 tablespoon Light Karo Syrup
Heat until hot but not boiling.
Have sterilized baby bottles ready.
Fill bottles, let cool and place in the refrigerator.
Warm and enjoy! This Baby Formula Recipe is “Old School” from back during the Depression Times. Use at your own discursion.
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“My journey of financial sustainability started with my mom who raised four kids on her own on a budget of
$400 per month. That's true financial sustainability, and it's next to nature for us Indigenous women”
Jolain Foster, Gitxsan Nation

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA – Imagine the challenges of putting together a panel of accomplished
Indigenous women who work in finance, these are the people putting together major energy and climate deals
that cost millions of dollars.
Who has the credentials? Who can
speak with authority? And then the real
problem for the organizers of the First
Nations Major Projects Coalition’s Toward Net Zero by 2050 Conference,
was, how do you limit the number of
powerful speakers? The planners answered that question with two panels of
accomplished Indigenous women
working in finance.

mines, Superfund sites, toxic tailings …
and on and on.
So how can this be different?
The First Nations Major Projects Coalition sees ownership, and early, full participation by Indigenous people as decision-makers, as the only way forward.

away,” she said. The idea was combin- said. “I found that if you can influence
ing the social, the environmental, and public policy to create this space for
the political, seeking harmony between Indigenous participation and economic
development, you can actually yield
all three.
Her path took her to law school and amazing results for everybody in the
she would go to conferences and talk society, In dig enous an d non Indigenous.”
about “sustainable development.”

“We will need 14-times more nickel,
equivalent amounts and copper, iron or
lithium," says Podlasly. "And that's gonna come from Indigenous lands. Those
mines are not gonna be built in downtown Seattle and downtown Los Angeles. They'll be in our territories. So we
want our members, our members have
asked us, ‘how do we prepare for that?
How do we make the right decision?
So if we want to, and we do agree to
host these facilities that they're done in
a way that is environmentally, socially,
culturally, and economically fair to the
communities?’”

What does that mean? She answers
herself. Sustainable economic development is about a healthy community, a
healthy environment.

“My journey of financial sustainability
started with my mom who raised four
kids on her own on a budget of $400
per month. That's true financial sustainability, and it's next to nature for us Indigenous women,” said Jolain Foster.
The coalition gives Indigenous commu“All I can say is thank God for the fish
nities the technical information to make
and the moose meat that I grew up on.”
Foster, Gitxsan Nation, is now a partner with the Prairies Indigenous Practice for Deloitte in Calgary. And today
she said her work as an advocate supports First Nations on a journey of

“economic independence through the
development of equity partnerships,
operational excellence and change
management.”

key decisions.
Podlasly is director of economic policy
and initiatives at First Nations. He is a
member of the Nlaka’pamux Nation.
The First Nations Major Projects Coalition includes 86 First Nations from
across Canada that have been approached for a range of projects, ranging from solar and geothermal to mining within Indigenous territories. The
idea was to band together to raise capital, access technical expertise from an
Indigenous perspective, and help advise
their members during the complex regulatory process.

Those words — equity partnerships —
are the very idea behind the Toward
Net Zero by 2050 Conference. It’s a
conversation with some 1,300 people
about energy projects involving Indigenous communities and businesses on
Indigenous turf and terms. And that “We will provide the free forum of inmeans Indigenous people leading the formation, which allows the community
to decide, do they want to participate or
energy transition.

There is now a track record of a decade with major partnerships in hydro
energy with First Nations in Ontario.
Chief Sharlene Gale is chair of the First
Nations Major Project Coalition and
also the leader of her own nation in
Fort Nelson.
One of her major projects is the Tu
Deh-Kah Geothermal Plant.

“So when I think about sustainable finance, it really comes back to like,
‘what are the barriers? What are we
trying to do? How do we pave the way
for our communities to thrive and
grow? And so I just think there's end- “This project has an interesting story
less opportunities.”
because our nation has been involved
Brant is from Mohawks of the Bay of in oil and gas for the last 60 years. And
Quinte and Ojibway from Wikwem- we had this pipeline that ran through
koong Unceded Indian Reserve. She is our community that gave us royalties.
a partner for the Toronto law firm, And it really brought a lot of prosperity
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, and a where we were able to invest that monmember of the board of directors for ey and do a lot of things for our people.
TD Bank.
And since then that well has been deIn her twenty years of banking she has pleted. And so the interesting part of
put together a long list of financing that this geo project is, there was a lot of
includes tribal ownership of wind farms work through oil and gas to get us
through stage one.”
and hydroelectric projects.

The plant is a repurposed gas field and
it was constructed with a $40 million
grant. The power will provide all of the
energy for tribal members’ homes and
the additional capacity will be added to
the provincial grid.
“So for me, sustainability has a really
wide definition. That includes all of The oil field provided “opportunity”
who we are. It all of our environmental for 60 years, Gale said. “And now, you
Then with so many people attending
the Vancouver conference there were
stories of success, some that went
south, and lots of ideas about what
works and what’s next.

work, it's all of our work in the commu- know, with repurposing it, to provide a
nity. It's all of our spiritual practices. It's generational opportunity for our band
all of our culture and language,” said members and seven generations to
Kate Finn, Osage. She is the executive come, it's a renewable project” with so

director of First People’s Worldwide at many spinoffs such as heating greennot? And if they don't, that's fine. We the University of Colorado Law School. houses for food security.
do not take an active position in the “I think what I love about my work at There is also a potential spinoff from
investments. We don't take a percent- First Peoples Worldwide is building the waste, the brine fluid.
age,” Podlasly said. “We are Indige- these bridges between the private sector “What is in the brine?” she asks. “Is

“It's very much about Indigenous people leading the discussion to say, ‘no,
we are not passive.’ We are not waiting
for a project to be given to us or to be
nous led. Our board is all Indigenous
included after the decisions he made
and about 70 percent of our staff are
on the investment, the location, the
Indigenous, including Indigenous econenvironmental studies and operation,”
omists, Indigenous environmental scisaid Mark Podlasly, one of the conference people, Indigenous hydrologists,
ence organizers.
Indigenous engineers, all to provide
Climate change and the goals associat- that service to communities.”

and business people, redefining what
sustainability is, and then building the
business case for ethics and building
the business case for sustainability, using those words, using that language
and being able to be a conduit in that
way.”

there lithium in there? And we all
know that in order to get to where we
need to be, we're gonna have to have
more lithium for battery production
and what better way to do it if we can
do it in a cleaner way than mining. I
think that's a tremendous opportunity
ed with limiting greenhouse gas emisAnd that brings us back to the Indige- Hillary Thatcher, Métis, says there is a that we must explore as Indigenous
sions, such as half of all vehicles being
nous women in finance.
relationship between business and poli- nations.”
electric by 2030, is driving a sense of
urgency.
Yet this is a difficult conversation because the framework of mining has
been built by companies that have practiced irresponsibility. Nearly every Indigenous community has scars, or active mines, that have been destructive
and one-sided. Abandoned uranium

Cherie Brant said she started off want- tics. She said the Indigenous leaders In a panel discussion Gale said that in
ing to be an architect. Then she landed she worked with showed the values that order for Indigenous people to get inon a study in college called “urban and were important to their communities. volved with a major project it has to
“And they don't always line up with align with our values. "And when we
regional planning.”
Western values.” That led to questions take, we give back."
“It was so interesting to me because it
about shared interests and path forcombined architecture and the built
Then when it comes to clean energy,
ward.
form and our landscape with politics.
she said, "We've already decided that

And I just, I was completely blown “That's where I landed in the energy we are going to lead."
space and the clean power space,” she
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FREEDOM IN AMERICA IS AT RISK
“Freedom is one of the deepest and noblest aspirations of the human spirit.”
“Freedom is the right to question and change the established way of doing things. It is the continuous revolution of
the marketplace. It is the understanding that allows us to recognize shortcomings and seek solutions.”
“Freedom is not something to be secured in any one moment of time. We must struggle to preserve it every day. And
freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction.”

President, Ronald Reagan

THE AMERICAN DICTATORSHIP
PROPAGANDA AND CENSORSHIP
“Office of Disinformation”
MY VIEW by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr. American Indian Reporter
Many of you that read the header most
likely won’t read past this sentence, for
two basic reason: 1) You have already
written me off as an alarmist or a conspiracy theorist and: 2) You don’t believe America is heading toward a dictatorship. Which, is acceptable because

that is the basic premise of a free people.
What is not a basic premise of a free
people is having government dictating
on what you can say, write or practice
and what you are allowed to see, read
or hear. That is censorship, pure and
simple.
Currently, 98 percent of the news outlets and social media is owned and controlled by liberal supporting individuals
or corporations. Please do your own
fact checking on and all my claims.
The ideology of a one political party
rule is not a novel thought and it is in
fact currently implemented in many
countries throughout the world today.
China, Russia and Venezuela, the latest
addition to the list.
Basically these Countries begin as Socialist, Communist or some form of
communal self-governess, which
evolves very quickly into a dictatorship.
Russia for example holds a national

election of its leader that is nothing
more than a mockery of a free election
and anyone that may challenge it is declared a dissident and faces the rath of
the government. Almost sound close to
home given the on slot of legal actions
against those that challenged to 2020
election in America.
I for one, will never accept or believe
that 80 million Americas voted for Joe
Biden. It never happen! The guy couldn’t even get 300 people to attend a rally
even with the “Manchurian Candidate” (Obama) at his side. OOP’S
“Misinformation.”
One good example of questionable
voting was in Georgia, where a federal
judge ruled against a local election
board that declared over 4,000 voter
ineligible to vote in the state because
they were either dead, didn’t live in the
district any longer or didn’t meet the
voting criteria. It didn’t matter that the
federal judge is the sister of Stacy Adams, who was a party to the legal action.
The basic premise behind the one political party rule is that the central or
national government is the sole power
of the country. Of course this is contrary to the U.S. Constitution as the individual states have jurisdictional rights
and each individual American citizen
has inviolable rights as well.
This is were the “Rubber hits the
road,” as the metaphor goes because as
long as the U.S. Constitution upheld
the individual American citizen is protected. However, the political proponents of a one political party rule while
claiming to uphold the Constitution
continue to institute legislation that dilute the rights of the individual American citizen.
In way of example, the most flagrent is
the attacks on the first and second
amendments, the rights to free speech
and the rights to bear arms. And the

fifth amendment, the right to due process. The law that makes it a felony to
lie to the FBI is not only a violation of
due process it is in violation of the Miranda Act. The Patriot Act and RICO
Act are both un direct violation of the
fifth amendment as well. But, since it is
designed for our safety and protection
its justifiable.
The never ending barrage on the second amendment need no more
acknowledgement as to it insanity.
Just in case you may have been out of
touch with the news, the most resent
proposal by the Socialist extremist is to
establish an “Office of Disinformation”
within the Department of Homeland
Security. Again, the selective usage of
the word “Disinformation” as opposed
to the correct word “Censorship” that
more clearly defines the purpose of the
proposed office is clearly misdirection.
Although the establishment of the proposed “Office of Disinformation”
would be in direct violation if the first
amendment, the GOP political opponents seem to be more concerned with
the person selected to manage the project, which is in my view other misdirection. The main issue is that the establishment of a government agency to
determine what is and is not,
“Misinformation” is in violation of the
first amendment period!
As I stated earlier, “The ideology of a
one political party rule is not novel.”
When the Hitler came to power in
1933, the German constitution guaranteed freedom of speech and freedom
of the press. Through decrees and laws,
the Nazis abolished these civil rights
and destroyed German democracy.
Starting in 1934, it was illegal to criticize
the Nazi government. Even telling a
joke about Hitler was considered
treachery. People in Nazi Germany
could not say or write whatever they

U.S. Supreme Court Overturns Roe vs Wade
The landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that has established a
constitutional right to abortion in America will now be left to each
state to decide abortion issues.

wanted.
In America 2922, The Socialist Democrats want to force the American people into supporting their ideology of a
one political party government. To accomplish this goal, they are trying to
control all forms of communication
through censorship, propaganda and
intimidation.
This included control of internet social
media, newspapers, magazines, books,
art, theater, music, movies, and radio.
The conversion of DHS’s resources
into the political “censoring” arm of
the Socialist Democrats and the potential implications for the loss of
freedom of speech in our country.
This strategy is no different than Hitler’s as the basic fundamental principles
of free speech will be determined by
the “Ministry of Truth, AKA the Department of Disinformation,” under
Homeland Security until it no longer
exist.
But, first things first, this is bad for
America and must be stopped because the next step might be the reEducation Center or Camps.

U.S. Supreme Court Rule 9-0
in Boston Christian flag Case
Defending Free Speech
In a public rebuke to the city of Boston, the U.S. Supreme Court has unanimously ruled the city violated the
constitutional rights of Camp Constitution, whose officials
asked to fly a Christian flag at city hall through a program
that already had allowed multiple private interest groups
to fly their banners.

"We conclude that, on balance, Boston did not make the
raising and flying of private groups' flags a form of government speech," wrote Justice Stephen Breyer, one of the
court's leftists, in the opinion. "That means, in turn, that
Boston's refusal to let Shurtleff and Camp Constitution
raise their flag based on its religious viewpoint 'abridged'
their 'freedom of speech.'"

Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com

Members of the Supreme Court pose for a group photo at the Supreme Court in Washington,
DC on April 23, 2021. Seated from left: Associate Justice Samuel Alito, Associate Justice Clarence Thomas, Chief Justice John Roberts, Associate Justice Stephen Breyer and Associate Justice
Sonia Sotomayor, Standing from left: Associate Justice Brett Kavanaugh, Associate Justice Elena
Kagan, Associate Justice Neil Gorsuch and Associate Justice Amy Coney Barrett.
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Kathy Boudin, Weather Underground member, dead at 78
MY VIEW by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.

“All in the Family”

Photos above left to right: Judith Clark, David Gilbert , Kathy Boudin, Chesa Boudin, Bill Ayres and his wife, Bernardine Dohrn.
Kathy Boudin, who spent 22 years in prison for her
part in the deadly 1981 Brink’s armored truck robbery as a member of the radical militant group
Weather Underground, died of cancer at the age of
78 in New York on May 1, 2022.
In October, 1981, Boudin and members of the
group teamed up with the Black Liberation Army for
the robbery to help fund their anti-government campaigns. They targeted a Brink’s armored truck, which
they held up in Rockland County, getting away with
$1.6 million.
During the robbery, terrorist gunmen killed Brink’s
security guard Peter Paige before transferring the
money to a U-Haul truck a mile away, where a 38year-old Boudin sat in the cabin.
The truck was stopped by police at a roadblock,
where Boudin — unarmed — immediately surrendered. Gunmen in the back of the truck popped outside and began firing on the officers, killing two Long

Island policemen —Sgt. Edward O’Grady and Officer
Waverly Brown.
In 1984, Boudin pleaded guilty to first-degree robbery and second-degree murder in the death of security guard Peter Paige.
After her release from prison in 2003, she was hired
by Columbia School of Social Work Associate as an
adjunct professor in 2008. She was hired as a fulltime professor in 2013, lecturing about issues facing
convicts and their families when a person is released
from prison.
The Soros funded San Francisco District Attorney
Chesa Boudin is Boudin’s son, who in 2021successfully lobbied former New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo to commute the sentence of his father, David
Gilbert — who was also a member of the Weather
Underground who was imprisoned for his role in the
robbery and murders.

Gilbert, who served as a getaway driver, was serving a
sentence of 75 years to life in prison with no possibility of parole until 2056. Gilbert is among the last surviving people involved in the robbery.
Judith Clark, another former Weather Underground
member, served 35 years of a 75-years-to-life sentence for her role in the robbery in suburban Rockland County before her sentence was commuted by
Cuomo in 2016. She was paroled in 2019.
Ironically given of all the news coverage of Boudin’s
death their is not one mention of the former Weather Underground leaders, Bill Ayres or his wife, Bernardine Dohrn. Nor is it reported that in addition to
their two children they shared legal guardianship
of Chesa Boudin, son of Kathy Boudin and David
Gilbert.
Yet, Leonard Peltier, who was framed by the FBI for
protecting his people remains in prison.

Application is now available! Deadline is May 20, 2022
Visit https://nasp.ucr.edu/events/gathering-of-the-tribes-srp
This exciting 8 day program is designed to give
American Indian middle and high school students an opportunity to gain academic experience in a university setting at the University of
California, Riverside. During the day, students
will participate in various college courses, and
personal development workshops. In the afternoons, they will engage in cultural and team
building workshops, as well as fitness activities
and a beach field trip. In addition, students will
work with professors, college students, and invited American Indian community members as
they discover and develop their career/lifetime
goals. The program will end with a closing ceremony with certificates and awards. All students
in the program will be available to UCR staff
and students throughout their remaining years
of high school, which will include guidance in
choosing their coursework, financial aid, and
applying to a university.

Don’t miss out… The Summer Program will cover most of your expenses during the week. These
include: housing, daily meals, course books, school supplies, and transportation during program activities. (Note: Participants are responsible for transportation to and from UCR at the beginning and

end of the program. The program will not cover transportation costs, but will provide pick up arrangements for participants who arrive via bus, train, airplane etc. All travel arrangements must be made by
the parent/guardian.
Participants must satisfy the following criteria:

•• · Have the desire to contribute to the American Indian community.
•• · Plan to enroll in an institution of higher education.
•• · Be a currently enrolled 8th -11th grade student (entering 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th grade in Fall
2022).

•• · Complete entire application.
•• · Upon acceptance, must provide

Office: (951) 827-4143 | Fax: (951) 827-4145
| Email: joshuag@ucr.edu

a Negative COVID-19 test prior to
Web | Facebook | Instagram | YouTube | Twitter | Flickr
attending the program.

*Application does not guarantee ad-

Famous American Indian Ballerina bronze
statue sold for scrap metal Source: KOCP News. Tulsa, Oklahoma
A bronze statue depicting one of Oklahoma’s most famous
American Indian ballerinas, Marjorie Tallchief was cut
from its base outside a Tulsa museum and sold for scrap to
a recycling company, authorities said. .
Museum officials say the Five Moons statue of Marjorie
Tallchief was likely removed from its plinth outside the
Tulsa Historical Society, the Tulsa World reported. Museum officials received a call Monday from CMC Recycling
in southwest Rogers County to identify what was believed to
be pieces of the bronze statue, the newspaper reported.
"The Tulsa Police Department is working diligently to apprehend the thief," the historical society said in a statement.
Place said the original mold for the statue burned in a
foundry fire, so recreating the statute will be much more

complicated. The statues were created by Tulsa-area artists
Monte England and Gary Henson. England worked on two
of the pieces before his death in 2005, and Henson completed the project.
The other Five Moons statues of renowned American Indian ballerinas depict Yvonne Chouteau, Rosella Hightower, Moscelyne Larkin and Maria Tallchief, Marjorie Tallchief’s sister.
A GoFundMe page has been set up to raise money for a re
placement. The insurance deductible to replace the statue
will cost $10,000, and the Tulsa Historical Society says they
will need to raise an additional $5,000 for security.
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
“America is just like an insane asylum. There is not
a soul in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers,
Rogers was an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation.
Shayne’s Journal # 4677 May 13, 2020

“High Quality at Affordable Prices”

Custom Made Handbags

“Father’s Day Specials”
All Credit Cards & Cash Accepted

1.619.792.8517
ckay4info@yahoo.com
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